Setup:
Each player takes 12 cards, A-6 and 8-K, shuffles them, then lays them face down in a row in front of them.

Play:
The Player who puts all of their cards down plays takes the first turn. When they have finished the other Player takes a turn. On their turn a player may do one of the following:

1. Peak at any two face-down cards.
2. Remove swap two face-down cards in either player’s row.
3. Flip a card face up.

After each player has taken 2 turns, The players each simultaneously flip 1 card on the table face-up.

Play continue like this until all cards in a player’s row are face-up.

Scoring:
A player scores a point for each of the following:

1. Having the longest straight (Cards are part of a straight if their values are adjacent. Ex. Aces are adjacent to 1s and Kings 2s are adjacent to 1s and 3s).
2. Having more cards sitting between your King and Ace than your opponent.
3. Having the most cards that are part of a straight (any straight).
4. Having a Queen that face’s their opponent’s even numbered card.
5. Having a King that faces their

The player with the most points wins.

Example Scoring:
Player 2 scores for having the longest straight.
Player 2 score for having the most cards between their King and Ace.
Player 1 scores for having 6 cards in straights while Player 2 only has 5.
Player 1 scores for having their Queen face an even number cards (4 in this case).
Player 1 scores for have their King facing Player 2’s Queen.
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